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In the high-end tech industry, Elon Musk, the owner of the Tesla Car Company has become the new Steve Jobs. Recently he made an announcement to the
press that he was releasing his patents to automotive companies that wish to start
producing electric cars. He said that global warming was on his mind and it was
time that his rival car companies went electric and they were welcome to use his
patents without payment. The news media all over the world went TeslaMania
and everyone was talking about Tesla.
This humanitarian gesture reminds me of when Nikola Tesla gave away his
patent to AC (Alternating Current) electricity. Tesla wanted to get rid of all
of the numerous coal burning DC (Direct Current) generators that were polluting the cities because they were so inefficient in transmitting electricity over
long distances. It is generous gestures like this that give me hope that there
are powerful people in key places that will do the right thing to make a difference. In our small support of furthering this TeslaMania, we have decided
to put together a series of live shows to honor the inventor starting on Tesla’s
birthday, July 10.
It was in Niagara Falls, where his greatest “vision” of energy materialized
- the first commercialization and long distance transmission of hydroelectric
power from his generators and transformers that produce alternating current
(AC) electricity. Guided Tesla tours of historical Niagara landmarks are available. Join our Tesla Motorcycle Club rally to the falls.
The world class Toronto Ontario Science Centre is our opening destination
for The Tesla Science Expo that will present films, Tesla Talk lectures and live
demonstrations of newly approved medical electromagnetic frequency machines that are based on Tesla technology. Star Trek Tesla medicine is now a
reality.
A short distance away from Toronto in the picturesque countryside of
Oakville, The Joshua Creek Heritage Art Centre hosts the Tesla Inspired Art
Exhibit featuring historical posters, books, photos, patents and Tesla/Kirlian
electro-photography of plants grown at Joshua Creek. On display is our collection of antique ‘Cat Whisker” radios, “quack” and modern electromagnetic
Tesla healing machines. Come and walk the Chartres labyrinth healing field
in our countryside. Bookstores such as the Conspiracy Culture in Toronto are
running special in store birthday party events. Dine at our Tesla lunch that is
based on a menu from Tesla’s favorite restaurant.
If you can’t make it to Toronto this year, we plan to take TeslaMania on the
road and it might arrive in your town. Stay tuned for tour dates by visiting
www.TeslaMania.Tv where Tesla’s Visions are materialized.

Tesla Car & Induction Motor

STAY IN TOUCH
Sign up for our newsletter at teslainfo.org/newsletter
We welcome readers to submit letters to letters@teslainfo.org.
Please supply your name, address and daytime phone number.
Letters should be less then 200 words. We reserve the right to
edit for space, style and clarity.

Nenad Stankovic, editor and publisher
info@teslainfo.org
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Compact fluorescent modulation

Let there be light!
Magda Havas, BSc., PhD.
God said . . . “Let there be light” . . . but it
took Tesla and Edison to bring that light into
our homes by converting electricity (electrons) into photons to remove the drudger
of house and office work. Tesla was able to
transmit invisible “light” through the air
opening up new vistas with the invention of
radio, television and now the Internet.
Tesla and Edison–two geniuses, sometimes
working together and sometimes against each
other–paved the way for many of the modern
inventions we enjoy in our every day lives,
many of which we now take for granted.
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Visible light is a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum that we can perceive with
our eyes. Scientists don’t understand how
light can travel both as waves and as packets
of energy called photons. Despite this we can
use different wavelengths of light in different
ways.
Shorter light-waves (ultraviolet light for
example) can kill microbes and are used to
disinfect water, medical equipment etc. Tesla’s
handheld Violet Ray device was used by doctors to treat a wide variety of skin conditions.
Longer light-waves (infrared) can be detected
by your body as heat and are used in deep
tissue laser therapy to relieve pains. Infrared

saunas help people detoxify by removing toxins through sweat. Even longer light-waves
(radio waves) can penetrate solids such as
concrete walls and can be used to send messages through space. They enable us to listen
to radio and to watch TV and to communicate with friends through our cell phones and
Wi-Fi enabled devices.
What few people realize is that visible light,
just like radio frequencies, can carry information. Indeed, Li-Fi is an alternative to Wi-Fi
that uses light frequencies rather than microwave frequencies as the carrier wave. Li-Fi is
ideal for short-distance, line-of-sight communication, as it cannot pass through walls. It’s

perfect for situations where a secure Internet
connection is needed. For those concerned
about unwanted exposures to microwaves, LiFi might be a feasible alternative to Wi-Fi. I
say “might” because light is biologically active.
It affects us in many ways and flickering light,
even if we are unable to perceive the flicker
consciously, we may have undesirable consequences in our subconscious if used at the
wrong frequencies.
Not all light is the same. Light can be used
to heal and light therapy or phototherapy has
existed since the ancient cultures of Egypt,
Greece and Rome. Various colors of light are
used to treat a wide variety of illnesses. Light is
used in incubators to treat neonatal jaundice,
to help mood disorders and depressive symptoms like seasonal affective disorder (SAD);
to alter mood, to adjust circadian rhythm
disorders and to facilitate sleep; to treat skin
conditions ranging from acne to psoriasis to
eczema; to promote wound healing; to promote the growth of stem cells; and to help our
bodies produce vitamin D.

light bulbs, the ones that Edison invented,
produce a sound that’s oscillating at 120 pulses or twice the 60-cycles per second. Sixtyhertz is used in North America because the
original 25 Hertz produced noticeable flickering in Edison’s light bulbs. The power companies decided to raise the frequency until
you could not perceive the flicker consciously.
One of the famous photographs of Tesla is
with him holding a light bulb in his hand that
is glowing but is not attached to electricity.
Fluorescent bulbs can be made to glow this
way if they are placed near a high electric field
or microwave radiation. I learned about this,
years ago, and tested it by holding a fluorescent tube under some high voltage transmission lines. The high electric field excited the
gases inside the fluorescent tube and caused
the bulb to glow.
When you turn on some energy efficient
light bulbs the various sounds produced by
the light noise detector are loud, chaotic and
disturbing. Fluorescent lighting usually produces high frequency voltage changes that
generate dirty electricity, rapid light flickering
and they also emit radio waves. Many people
suffer migraine headaches from fluorescent
lighting. If we could hear this it would drive
us crazy, but the flickering light that enters
our eyes does register on our brain as subliminal tone. Similarly, some LEDs (light emit-

ting diodes) and some TVs and computer
screens also emit this chaotic “noise.”
This year, incandescent lights were banned
in Canada and in many other countries
around the world. This was an unprecedented
move, well orchestrated at high levels to have
this form of international cooperation when
we can’t seem to cooperate on so many more
important things. Citizens were blind-sided
by this and now are forced to use “energyefficient” lights that produce dirty electricity,
light flicker are not full spectrum light like the
natural sun.
Lighting, TV and computer screen manufacturing companies need to pay heed to the
quality of bulbs and screens they design to
ensure they are health rather than “dis-ease”
promoting.
We owe a lot to inventors like Tesla, who
made our lives much easier because of their
ability to visualize and then create a future for
us filled with light. But we must use this technology wisely since some frequencies can be
harmful to our health. Obvious Tesla knew
the difference. Even though he was exposed to
high frequency, high voltage electromagnetic
fields he lived to the ripe old age of 86 at a
time when the life expectancy for someone
born in 1856 was less than 50 years. It’s for us
to rediscover his secrets.

Light can also have detrimental
effects depending on frequency,
intensity, modulation and flicker.
There are light meters that measure the
“flicker” or modulation of the light source by
converting the flicker into sound. The sun and
natural light from a candle give a soft hissing
sound representing many frequencies all on at
once. It’s known as pink noise. Incandescent

Madga Havas at the Rose Lab
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Magnetic Fields as
Energy Medicine
William Pawluk, MD, MSc

Just imagine, reaching into the
body and healing an imbalance
without touching anything, Star
Trek-like. This is what medical
magnetic fields do. This is the essence of energy medicine. These
magnetic “waves” are the future
medicine. Magnetic field devices
becoming available to the public deliver fields to the body that
are “like a breeze in the trees”.
The branches and leaves are
moving but nothing is seen to be
doing it. These “waves” moves
through the body like it wasn’t
even there. This is the magic potential of medical magnetic fields.
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The earth is a giant magnet, the soil and
rocks are magnetized and there are strong magnetic fields in the atmosphere. Human biology,
which developed over the eons and even now
matures in this natural magnetic environment,
is totally dependent on it. Magnetic fields have
been found by accident over the centuries, to
help people. Magnetized rocks were reputed to
be used by Hippocrates, the Father of Western
Medicine, to relieve headaches. The Chinese
wrote about how to use magnetic stones on
acupuncture points in 200 BC. D’Arsonval in
the 1700’s in France discovered that pulsed
electric magnetic fields stimulate the body.
Tesla created electromagnetic machines in the
early 1900’s to heal himself and friends. In the
1970’s and 80’s in the west, scientists began
to study the magnetic fields produced by the
body itself. The new field was called bioelectromagnetics. We now know definitely that
the body itself is a large electromagnet. We also
know the body produces electric fields.
Ask any engineer and you will be told that
where there is electricity there is a magnetic
field. You will also be told that when a magnet
moves past an object capable of reacting electrically, you will generate electricity. The opposite
is also true. When an object capable of reacting
electrically is moved past a magnet, electricity

will also be generated. What this means is that
when the body, which is very magnetically active, interacts with specific medically designed
magnetic fields, tiny therapeutically beneficial
electric charges are generated.
What does mean to you? It means that you
will see magnetic fields as a form of energy
medicine, being used more and more in the
future to heal problems that medicines can’t
or haven’t been able to do. Most medicines
are used to relieve symptoms but don’t remove
or heal the cause of the problem. They usually
don’t help the tissues heal themselves. Most
medicines were developed to deal with problems far along in their course. They can be very
effective at this stage but often carry significant
risks. Doctors and consumers must continuously weigh the potential risks and benefits.
The risks of these medicines are greater than
the benefits for preventing problems or when
the problems are very early in their development. If this is so, what alternatives do we have?
Let’s take an example. When you have a skin
infection, and damage has already been done
to the tissues, antibiotics will typically be prescribed to halt the spread of the bacteria. The
antibiotics don’t heal the infection; they only
stop the bacteria from multiplying further and
doing more damage. The infection has pro-

gressed because the body wasn’t able to handle
it completely by itself. When the bacteria stop
growing the body then has a fighting chance to
heal the tissues and kill the remaining bacteria.
What does medicine do to help the body to
heal? Most of the time, nothing. The doctor
relies on the body doing the rest of the job by
itself. What can you do to speed recovery and
assure better repair? Traditionally, herbals, vitamins and minerals, rest, good nutrition, acupuncture and physical therapies will help. Also,
now medical magnetic fields can be used.
Medical magnetic fields have been found
in extensive research in Europe, in humans and
all kinds of animal species, to have many positive actions in the body. The medical magnetic
fields work by stimulating the acupuncture
system, the immune system of the body, improving circulation and oxygen levels in tissues, relaxing muscles, stimulating tissue healing, healing fractures and strengthening bones
faster, decreasing nerve irritability, removing
swelling, decreasing clotting and improving
cell metabolism. Some very strong medical
magnetic fields can actually stimulate muscles
and nerves – used for incontinence, rebuilding
muscles, nerves and depression.
How can something do all these seemingly
different actions? The primary reason is because medical magnetic fields affect many molecular actions in the body and the movement
of various ions, including calcium, and also increase nitric oxide, recently awarded the title of

Dr. Pawluk experiencing a MAS at the Health Expo

the molecule of the decade. Calcium ions are
not just in bones. They are involved in a large
number of cellular chemical processes, too numerous to list here.
What kinds of medical magnetic fields can
people use to get these benefits? Medical magnetic fields are produced by both permanent
(static) magnets and pulsed electromagnetic
fields (PEMF’s). There have been many popular stories about permanent magnets and many
are now available commercially – from various
wraps, mattresses, shoe inserts, bracelets, pads
and so on. Important distinctions among them
are how much of the body they cover, the true
strength of the magnet, the configuration of
the field, flexibility and usefulness and length
of time to be used. Some have more research

available on them than others. These magnets
have to be stronger than the earth’s field. Since
the field of a magnet drops off in strength very
rapidly, consideration has to be given to the
strength of the magnet and the depth in the
body of the tissue to be treated.
PEMFs are produced by special machines
that generate specific electromagnetic signals
found to have beneficial medical effects. Important distinctions among them are how
much of the body they cover, the strength and
configuration of the field(s), flexibility and usefulness, length of time to be used, frequencies
and waveforms. They typically involve application of Tesla coils, without the high voltage
components. PEMFs can produce actions in
the body even with fields that are much weak-
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Health Canada approved Centurion EZY System uses Tesla coils with hand held generator
Magnetic Tesla Coil inside the iMRS Mat
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er than the earth’s. Many of the actions from
PEMFs can be usually be expected to happen
faster than with static magnets. Also, PEMFs
have actions that static or permanent magnets
don’t have. These wave-like or resonance fields
act like “throwing pebbles in a pond”. The action continues long after the field is removed.
Low frequency, low strength PEMFs were the
first magnetic devices to be approved by the
FDA in the 1980’s. The first were for healing fractures that didn’t unite. New higher
strength ones are used to stimulate muscles
and nerves. Others are very high frequency and
have been used to decrease pain, swelling and
heal wounds.
PEMFs are usually used for short durations,
8 to 60 minutes typically, once to three times

per day. Some battery-operated portable devices can be run for upwards of 24 hrs at a time.
Medical magnetic fields are very safe. Even
the strongest magnetic fields, generated by
MRI machines, have been found to be safe, except for very limited circumstances. Do not use
medical magnetic fields, except under expert
advice, when people have implanted electrical devices, like pacemakers and defibrillators.
They are not advised to be used in pregnancy
either, since safety has not been conclusively
established. Low strength PEMFs are even
safe with metallic implants, like hip and knee
replacements.
To summarize, more and more medical care
in the near future will include medical magnetic fields in all sorts of applications to heal

the body. They will be used in conjunction
with conventional medicine and other complementary health techniques. Many medical
magnetic fields will be able to be applied by
people themselves with or without direction or
order by a physician or other practitioner. This
is possible today because there is increasing
information about this new technology and
more equipment is becoming readily available
at affordable prices.
Dr. Pawluk is a medical doctor that has specialized in the practice of electromagnetic therapy for
over 20 years. You can learn more about his practice at www.drpawluk.com.
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Suzanne Somers promotes
frequency therapy in new
book Bombshell
Many know her as the dumb blond Chrissie in Three’s Company or as the gorgeous guru for natural healthcare products
but few realize that she is a big fan of Tesla medicine.

Robert W Connolly
ONDAMED is a biofeedback
device that a medical practitioner uses to determine which
frequencies of sound, as well as
the accompanying weak pulsed
electromagnetic fields, cause a
response in a patient’s autonomic nervous system. Temporary
stimulation by these frequencies, combined with the patient’s
cognitive and non-cognitive
participation, promotes relaxation, muscle re-education, and
rehabilitation to return the body
to its former state of wellness.
The device allows one to detect
a problem area of the body and
then apply therapeutic frequencies to relieve stress, inflammation and pain. It also, among
other things, helps cell repair
and regeneration, promotes
improved circulation, wound
healing, bone re-growth, gives
lymphatic relief and improves
immune functions essential to
everyone’s health and wellness.
Ondamed has recently been
given the green light by the Canadian government, making it
an approved medical device.
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Here are a few quotes from
her books.

Medical doctors have no fear
of loosing their license like they
have in the past when using a
frequency generator to provide
alternative or complimentary
treatments in addition to chemotherapy and radiation.

This represents a
whole new shift in
methods of treatment
modalities for the
Canadian healthcare
system. Frequency
therapy is now recognized and accepted for
use in public clinics
and hospitals.
Breast cancer survivor Suzanne Somers drops the Bomb
on breast cancer research.
In her best-selling books,
BREAKTHROUGH, Eight
Steps To Wellness, and BOMBSHELL, author, actress and crusader for anti-aging and alternative medicine Suzanne Somers
states that ONDAMED is “truly

Pictured - Silvia Binder - Suzanne Summers
and Ondamed inventor Rolf Binder

miraculous! Yes, I have an ONDAMED machine and I often
tell my readers to encourage
their doctors to purchase one.
It is an amazing piece of equipment. I used it every day recently
to heal faster from my stem cell
breast surgery.”
Stem cell breast surgery? Suzanne Somers is no dumb blond
in any sense of the term. She is
the first woman in the United
States to grow two brand new
breasts using stem cells under
FDA trials.

“There is always enthusiasm and
energy around breakthroughs
and new advances in natural
healing,” writes Suzanne Somers.
“I came across a marvelous invention called the ONDAMED machine. This is a very sophisticated
new piece of equipment you need
to urge your doctor to purchase.
I now use the ONDAMED machine and the results have been
truly miraculous. In just a short
period of time I am no longer experiencing pain, swelling, or tenderness in the breast.”
Ondamed assists in the removal of blockages in the lymph
system. When glands are functioning properly it effectively
cleanses the tissues, aids in cellular repair, and eliminates toxins -- one of the most important
keys to health. Illnesses as wideranging as allergies, fibrocystic
disease, and cancer can be related to lymph congestion. A sure
sign of lymph congestion is sore
or swollen lymph glands and
woman should pay particular
attention to the health of their
breast in this regard.

In her book, Suzanne Somers
further expounds: “ONDAMED
is a cellular-electrical-biofeedback
machine and purports to have
miraculous effects for acute-pain
management and lymphatic congestion, among other things. This
machine uses low-level pulsing
magnetic fields that induce the flow
of micro-currents within the tissues
of the patient. In other words, it’s
able to locate underlying dysfunction and provide a treatment of
the patient. It can pinpoint the
location of the pain, which doesn’t
necessarily mean where the pain
manifests. Your pain could be in
your knee but the ONDAMED
machine can tell where the pain
originates, which might be in your
kidney. Safe and noninvasive, it
promotes improved circulation,
wound healing, bone regrowth,
and pain relief, for conditions
such as fibromyalgia. These conditions resolve quickly, as though the
body simply needs a small signal to
jump-start the healing process …
I am using ONDAMED for my
own personal health and wellness.
Profound technology.”
In Tesla terms, Suzanne is describing the effect of resonance
between Ondamed’s variable
magnetic fields and the cells in
the patient’s body. Tesla coils are

embedded inside a collar worn
around the patient’s neck. The
therapist slowly increases the frequency of the waves that are being
emitted from the Tesla coils while
holding the patients wrist. When
the frequency of the coils react in
resonance or dissonance with the
patients cells – an irregular pulse
in the autonomic nervous system
in felt in the wrist. This pulse signifies that something inside the
body is reacting to that particular
frequency and that frequency is
then captured for further use for
therapeutic purposes.
A hand held applicator with
similar Tesla coils then broadcasts this particular frequency
and the device is waved over the
patient while holding the wrist.
The Ondamed frequency therapist is looking for an area of the
body that will react in a similar
way by emitting an irregular
pulse when the applicator is over
a problem area of the body. If an
area is found, a pad of Tesla coils
are then placed over the body and
a series of corresponding healing
electromagnetic fields are directed into the patients body.
This might sound right out of
Star Trek and a little far-fetched
to the traditional medical doctor, but the doctors at Health
Canada have decided to give this
therapy a green light and it’s now
a fully Health Canada licensed
medical device. It’s a tried and
tested device in Europe and now
has found its way into the Canadian healthcare system. When
the alternative health care practitioners heard about this approval, they were quite astounded.
This is a sign that Health
Canada has broken off from the
FDA mother ship and is now
headed out into the vastness of
other European healthcare systems to seek out new devices and

to boldly license machines that
were once considered “Quack”
devices. The Ondamed device
is the modern version of the historical Albert Abrams devices
that were banned by the US
congress in the late 60s. Tesla’s
form of frequency medicine has

officially returned to Canada.
Thank you Steven Harper.
Learn more about Ondamed by
visiting their Canadian website at
www.ondamed.ca
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It’s ALL About Resonance:
A Discussion on BioResonance Healing Therapy

“If you want to find the
secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy,
frequency and vibration.”
- Nikola Tesla
August Worley
This quote from a 1942 interview with Nikola Tesla places together three profound physical
properties that can otherwise be described as
that underlying the principle of resonance. Resonance is a key principle of the universe and can
be used in a variety of different applications,
but becomes of crucial importance when used
in reference to the art and science of purposefully inducing a periodic stimulus to the human
body with the intention of creating the positive
physical outcome known as “healing”.
Resonance, (whose etymology implies the
use of sound), occurs when two or more tuned
frequency systems interact in such a way as to
induce an energetic transfer. However, not
strictly constrained by the sonic spectrum, the

14
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property of resonance is demonstrated daily in
a multitude of commonly-used technologies
such as radiotelegraphy, microwave cooking,
and Magnetic Resonance Imaging, or something as simple as running your finger around
the rim of a wine glass to produce a tone.
I choose to interpret the “vibration” aspect of
Tesla’s resonance statement as an operative subset of sonic frequencies that falls specifically in
the bandwidth of that which can be perceived
by the human body physically. Although there
is a tremendously wide spectrum of frequencies
of all variety that impact the human body on
a continuous basis, only those that can be felt
at our mass density level are vibrational in the
strictest sense. For example, even though at this
very moment it is likely that a number of microwave frequencies are passing through your

body, you do not specifically experience these
frequencies physically as “vibration” because
their wavelengths are too short to trigger the
neural response known as “feeling”, (but they
do have an impact regardless!)
Accordingly, the term “frequency” may be
used rather than “vibration” to differentiate
the vocabulary of periodic energy in order to
distinguish the non-physical from the physical perception, and to raise the awareness of
which energy spectrum we are dealing with
when we discuss the associated sonic fields of
electromagnetic field therapy, and the lesserknown science of sound therapy known as
physioacoustics.
Through the course of my work with sound,
(including as an design engineer for keyboard
synthesizer pioneer Dr. Robert Moog), I be-

came uniquely aware of the generation of frequency and vibration as not only a technology
of what we term as “music”, but also of how the
fundamental components of a sound, (its basic
waveform, envelope, etc.), can directly influence our perceptions of not only the physical
self, but also of our emotional self.
It is the various aspects of the component
shape of a waveform that cannot be understated in characterizing the way it not only
sounds to you, but also the way it impacts your
sensibilities: the way it “feels” to you. A waveform is the specific shape of a periodic signal
moving through a particular physical medium.
When propagating a waveform using an acoustic instrument, the medium of air is alternately
compressed and decompressed to transmit
the sound to our ears according to the created

waveform. Waveforms also have a set of specific
harmonic content which is intrinsically associated with it. It’s a reciprocal arrangement: the
harmonics make up the waveform, and the
waveform is made up of the harmonics. It is the
way the harmonic content is organized that
tells your ears the difference between a saxophone and a cello even though they are both
playing the exact same note.
When propagating a waveform electronically, we can more-or-less emulate acoustic
waveforms digitally or with analogue circuitry.
This method tends to render them more mathematically precise in the arrangement of their
harmonic content, thus creating waveforms
that have a more organized content. These
are the standard waveforms that are pictorially shown on oscilloscopes and have a specific

identifying name related to their shape: sine,
triangle, sawtooth, and square. In consuming
them in the sonic realm or in a musical context, they are all valuable in their own way and
all have a certain “flavour” to them, but when
used in a healing context, the waveforms that
are typically perceived as being more “biocompatible” to organic life are those that have
a smooth slope associated with the rising and
falling transition of the wave, such as with sine
waves and triangle waves.
Not surprisingly, these types of waveforms
emulate the physical energetic exchanges predominantly found in the natural world involving water. As our bodies are made up of approximately 2/3 water, (as is the planet Earth), the
characteristic behavior of water when we are
resonating it is of no small importance. As any

TESLAINFO.ORG
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Cymatics: Geometry created by sound frequency in water
short course in cymatics will reveal, applying a
specific frequency to a specific mass of water at
an appropriate volume level will demonstrate
how easily the water can be “arranged” to form
amazingly complex patterns.
At its essence, music resonates us and has the
ability to elicit a response at a number of levels
through a particular type of resonance known
as sympathetic resonance. I believe this principle is associated with the “best” music: it’s why
you feel that you like THAT particular song,
but not THIS one: some aspect of THAT specific organization of frequencies – at perhaps
a deeply ineffable level - resonates with you.
Esoterically, the energy of life is “ALL about
resonance”, but by organizing sound frequency
beyond the scope of “entertainment” (music)
to resonate the human body, (by a technique
I term ”coherent sound”), we can essentially induce a form of “massage” to create a positive experiential change at a number of levels.

16
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The principle of sympathetic resonance also
allows an elegant way of energizing the human
body. Everything that occupies physical space
possesses multiple resonance frequencies, and
the human body’s being essentially a large resonant cavity makes it easy to resonate in a variety
of ways. Every physical structure that makes up
the human form – right down to the cellular
level - has a characteristic resonance frequency,
as well as a number of associated harmonics
above that frequency.
The term “sound” indicates the lowest bandwidth of our total frequency spectrum. As
such, it has the profound ability to penetrate
any substance and to organise matter down
to the molecular level. In this way, sound can
additionally alter our “reality” at a much more
fundamental level because it can penetrate and
move though solid matter. And one of the
most sublime aspects of resonance is that given
the appropriate conditions, a frequency will re-

inforce itself using very little energy – particularly in an “underdamped” resonant structure.
My favorite example of this involves Tesla’s
demonstration of his understanding of this
principle, and is the story involving his experimenting with one of his mechanical resonance
devices near his laboratory in Lower Manhattan. According to this version of the story,
(there are several others involving other such
devices), the scientist experimented using a
small version of a mechanical oscillator he created that “you could put in your overcoat pocket”.
The experiment began when Tesla clandestinely clamping the oscillator to the exposed metal
framework of a building under construction
and caused it to vibrate so violently that the
steelworkers working on it left the building in
a panic!
In this situation, the results of the resonant
effect from Tesla’s machine was due to a specific interaction between the oscillator and the
building, known as constructive interference.
The effect was potentially destructive only due
to the particular frequency and amplitude of
the input energy matching the resonant frequency if the structure, and the fact that the
motion of the structure was allowed to oscillate – this is the element of “dampening” mentioned previously. As the physical structure
began to move and the oscillator synchronized
with that movement, each small amount of energy subsequently applied at the appropriate
interval allowed the energies to increasingly
build upon itself and create resonance.
A more conventional example of this form of
mechanical resonance is one that most parents
have participated in, which is pushing their
child on a playground swing. In this example,
a small amount of energy (the “push”) is introduced into the system at the right place and
the right time, resulting in a larger and larger
displacement: the child on the swing “oscillates” with increasing amplitude (height). Note
that changing the timing of when you “push”
(frequency) or the amount of how much you
“push” (amplitude) of the input energy will dictate whether or not the system will achieve and
sustain resonance. (And as unfortunate example of Destructive interference, apply either of
these variables incorrectly, and the result could
be the swing and your kid’s backside slamming
into you!)
As applied as a technique of bioresonant

healing, again: a little goes a long way. Preventing bioresonant over-stimulation, (the equivalent of the results of Tesla’s demonstration), is
essential to a positive therapeutic session experience. Some mechanical stimulation systems
have been known to cause unexpected physical
side effects such as headaches, nausea, motion
sickness, loss of hand eye coordination, and
nystagmus, (a rapid involuntary oscillation of
the eyeballs), as a result of overwhelming the
nervous system. However, the elegant beauty
of using sound as a resonant source allows one
to more easily control the frequency and amplitude of the input energy to prevent these
aspects of over-stimulation.
In fact, research has shown that an optimal
bone tissue support using small amplitude
physioacoustic stimulation is obtained with
less than 10 microstrains of vibration, which is
quite subtle. We ourselves persistently generate
a form of natural physioacoustic energy with
the normal functioning of our bodies, which
appears to diminish as we age. The deterioration of those energy signals parallels the aging
process, suggesting there may be a correlation
to chronic old-age bone tissue ailments.
So, by imparting an appropriate low-frequency, low-amplitude energy related to the
characteristic resonance frequencies of the

mass structures of the body, (which are your
organs, glands, bones, etc.), you are not only
vibrationally massaging these internal structures, but are also stimulating their capacity to
detoxify and rebuild, which can also lead to an
improved state of health.
In my sound therapy practice I use a continuously variable set of low frequency sounds
to create an associated physioacoustic vibration, as well as to modulate an electromagnetic
field, (as generated by my Pyradym instrument
- blatant plug!), as lower sonic frequencies feel
better and act as a sort of “sonic massage”. Each
body structure has a broad band of characteristic resonance frequencies that continually
change as WE change and evolve. So, by using
subharmonic frequencies, one can also cause
an excitation of any mathematically proportional frequency above it. This is another interesting property of frequencies in resonant
systems: structures with higher resonant frequencies will actually “pick out” the appropriate
low frequency and resonate with it. And best
of all, the unique properties of sound allows us
hear these frequencies and feel them, making
them very easy to work with. Again, everything
that occupies physical space possesses multiple
resonance frequencies, and our physical body
structures are no different.

By energizing the human body using bioresonance, we are essentially organizing it at
the deepest levels. Using sound frequency in
this way to “attune” the body, (or induce it to
literally be “at one”), we are stimulating its innate ability to heal itself. Think about it: your
body has an elegantly effective system for repairing and rebuilding itself – and it’s doing so
RIGHT NOW! The most remarkable complex chemical exchanges are occurring within
your body 24/7 - EVERY second of EVERY
day of your life - whether or not you’re aware of
it! To paraphrase quantum physicist, Dr. John
Hagelin, “the most sophisticated pharmacy in the
universe is in your body”.
Frequency and vibration, no matter how you
choose to define or distinguish them intellectually, imply the most profound principle in
the universe – that of resonance. As such, resonance is a metaphor for the energetic expression of the Universe at its most fundamental
level, or “the way things REALLY work”. It’s
ALL about resonance!
August Worley is a degreed Electrical Engineer
with an associated minor in Performance and
Music Composition Studies. He began his professional electronics career working for Moog
Music, Inc. in Buffalo, New York and moved to
Asheville, North Carolina to work with the late
legendary synthesizer pioneer Dr. Robert Moog,
in developing his last keyboard, the MiniMoog
Voyager synthesizer.
An Inventor, College Professor, Sound Therapist,
and Reiki Master, his latest invention, Pyradym,
is a patented, electronic user-controllable combined sound, light, physioacoustic, and electromagnetic instrument designed to stimulate the
human body’s innate self-healing mechanisms,
as well as naturally create altered states of awareness. (You can learn more about it at www.
pyradym.com)
Copyright © 2014 by August Worley. All rights
reserved.
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Tesla’s Dynamic Theory of
Gravity
Grand Unification, the God Particle, Tesla & Einstein
The Wardenclyffe Conference
October 24, 2011

Marc J. Seifer
After… a brief visit to my
home in Yugoslavia I returned to
this country in 1892 eager to devote myself to the… study of the
universe. During the succeeding
two years of intense concentration, I was fortunate enough to
make two far-reaching discoveries. The first was a dynamic
theory of gravity, which I have
worked on in all details and hope
to give to the world very soon. It
explains the causes of this force
and the notions of heavenly
bodies under its influences so
satisfactorily that it will put an
end to idle speculation and false
conceptions, as that of curved
space…. But even if it existed, it
would not explain the motions
of the bodies as observed. Only
the existence of a field of force
can account for them and its assumption dispenses with space
curvature. All literature on this
subject is futile and destined to
oblivion. So are also all attempts
to explain the workings of the
universe without recognizing
the existence of the ether and the
indispensable function it plays
in the phenomena.
My second discovery was a
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physical truth of the greatest importance. As I have searched the
scientific records in more than a
half dozen languages for a long
time without finding the least
anticipation, I consider myself
the original discoverer of this
truth, which can be expressed
by the statement: There is no
energy in matter other than that
received from the environment.
Nikola Tesla, circa 1934, pp. 1-2
Kenneth Swezey Papers, Smithsonian Institute			
I am here to talk about Tesla’s
dynamic theory of gravity and
its ramifications to such things
as Einstein’s Theory of Relativity,
theories on Cosmology and the
Big Bang, the Higgs boson or socalled God particle, ether theory
and Einstein’s dream of Grand
Unification, that is, uniting Gravity with Electromagnetism.
First a word about how I got
here. We have to go back, my
gosh, over 35 years to 1976
when I was first introduced to
Tesla. Before that date I had
never heard of the man. I found
it incomprehensible that a man
who could have invented our hydroelectric power system, fluorescent and neon lights, wireless
communication, remote control
and robotics could have, so eas-

ily, disappeared from the history
books. So I set about trying to
figure out two things.

• Was Tesla really the inventor of all those things?
• If so, how could his name
disappear so readily.
In 1984 I spoke at the first International Tesla Society Symposium held at Colorado Springs,
and along with the Jim and Ken
Corum, Jim Hardesty and Bill
Terbo, I continued to speak at
every Colorado Symposium

Pictured - Joseph Alsop, Journalist

since, which was every other
year from 1984 through 1996,
or a total of seven conferences.
I also spoke at several Tesla
conferences in Europe and several here at Wardenclyffe. Meanwhile, I was researching Tesla for
my doctoral dissertation and the
Tesla biography I was working
on. This took me to Tesla archives at Columbia University,
and the Morgan Library in New
York City, the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC, the
Hammond Castle in Gloucester
Massachusetts and the Tesla Museum in Belgrade.

George Gamow, Physicist
TESLAINFO.ORG
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I also made extensive use of
Interlibrary Loan, the Freedom
of Information act which gave
me access to the FBI files and
files from the Office of Alien
Property, and I also interviewed
all the Tesla experts such as Tom
Bearden, John Ratzlaff, Bill Terbo, the Corum Brothers and Leland Anderson and also a number of people who met Tesla, and
I also obtained secret papers on
or by Tesla from such researchers
as Andrija Puharich, Toby Grotz
and Steve Elswick. I have in
Wizard, over 1000 endnotes including about 400 letters quoted
and the work took over 18 years
of daily effort to produce.
I tell you all this because in
all that time, I was also searching
for more information on Tesla’s
“Dynamic Theory of Gravity”
and very little information was
forthcoming. I did find one obscure unpublished article in the
Swezey papers at the Smithsonian (quoted above) and a single
sentence in one newspaper article in The New York Herald
Tribune from 1934 by Joseph
Alsop when Tesla was nearly 80
years old which said (and I’m
paraphrasing), “The Sun is absorbing more energy than it is
producing.”
At first glance, the statement
seems absurd, but after a time, it
began to make sense. If Tesla had
kept this theory such a secret for
so long, why would he tell it to
this young reporter?
This led me to research who
Mr. Alsop was, and I found that
he was the grandson of Mrs.
Douglas Robinson, a lady I knew
about. So I went on line and got
the definitive photo of her:

“I agree with you
that general relativity admits of an ether
hypothesis.”
(Einstein to Lorentz in 1916 in
Isaacson, 2007, p. 318

Dustin Hoffmann & Anne Bancroft,
the “Mrs. Robinson” in The Graduate

Albert Einstein

Nikola Tesla

You laugh, but I’m trying
to make a point. Sometimes
Google makes huge mistakes
and 50 years from now, some
young kid is going to find my
paper and try to figure out who
the heck is Mrs. Robinson and
this is what he is going to come
up with.
Actually, this is Mrs. Robinson. She turns out to be Teddy
Roosevelt’s sister. I had recognized her name because she was
an important socialite and a very
close friend of Nikola Tesla. Mrs.
Robinson was also instrumental
in cajoling J. Pierpont Morgan
to donate some of his paintings
to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art. So, now I knew something.
Tesla had a soft spot for the President’s nephew, so he told the kid
a gem, one so well hidden, that
this is the only published reference I ever found to it.

Now we come to Albert Einstein. In 1970, or thereabouts,
my wife, Lois, was kind enough
to get me Ronald Clark’s biography of Einstein as a Christmas
present and I studied the book.
One thing that never made any
sense to me (besides Einstein’s
theory of relativity!), was his
abandonment of the ether. There
simply had to be a medium between here and the Sun. And
yet, the entire 20th century has
essentially proceeded with the
idiotic assumption that there is
no ether. As a side note, I might
mention, Einstein never got a
Nobel Prize for this theory because it remained too controversial to the Swedes. Rather,
they gave it to him for his particle view of light, which was a
much more conservative accolade. Keep in mind that Hendrik
Lorentz, George Fitzgerald, Mi-

chael Faraday, Lord Kelvin and
many others assumed an ether.
Einstein, of course, also said
that nothing could travel faster
than the speed of light, and
yet look at this galaxy. It is easily 100,000 lightyears long. This
means, that it takes light 100,000
years travelling at 186,000 mi/
second to get from one end to the
other, yet we can see the entire
galaxy in one shot. For the galaxy
to interact with itself instantaneously, such an impulse would
have to travel at about C3. Certainly the galaxy is one thing and
therefore must exist in some way
as a self-contained entity that easily transcends lightspeed.
If light travels as a particle instead of a wave, no ether is necessary. But as we all know, light can
act like both a wave and a particle. Because there simply must
be a medium between all the
stars and galaxies, a medium to
transfer light, I set my sights on
proving that Einstein did not in
fact do away with the ether, even
though that is often how he is
portrayed. In point of fact, Walter Isaacson in his new Einstein
biography was kind enough to
include this letter from Einstein
to Henrik Lorentz.

Teddy Roosevelt
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Corinne Robinson

The simple fact of the matter is
that what Einstein really said was
that by its nature, the ether can not
be detected. That is a very different
thing. So, even though Isaacson
puts in a letter by Einstein resurrecting the ether, Isaacson himself
doesn’t believe it. The problem
is that he ignored what Ronald
Clark wrote in his Einstein biography, namely that Einstein realized
that if the ether can be detected,
then relativity is wrong.

“If Michelson-Morley
is wrong, than relativity is wrong.”
(Einstein in Clark, 1971, p. 78).
Tesla, of course, insisted that
the ether existed and he also
greatly criticized Einstein’s theory
of relativity. For instance, Tesla
thought it was just nutty to think
that space could be curved (see
opening quote). What Tesla realized was that light bent around
stars and planets because these
bodies were absorbing ether, and
light was being sucked into the
influx. This was why Tesla realized that the ground connection
in wireless communication was
so crucial. Wireless waves would
follow the curvature of the earth
because of this process, and Tesla
made use of that knowledge, although he was highly secretive
about his true underlying understanding of this phenomenon.

George Gamow with Heisenberg, Bohr, Dirac and Lorentz

The next fellow in my journey is one of my high school
heroes, George Gamow. Born
in 1904 and schooled at the
University of Leningrad and
then at Göttingen, Gamow was
a popular science writer. What
I liked about Gamow was that,
if I paid attention, I could actually understand what he wrote.
Gamow was one of the founding
fathers of Quantum Physics. His
closest associates included Niels
Bohr, Ernst Rutherford, Werner
Heisenberg, Wolfgang Pauli,
Enrico Fermi, Edward Teller, etc.
Here is a photo of Gamow with
Heisenberg, Fermi, Dirac, Bohr
and others.
What Gamow tells us in his
book 30 Years That Shook Physics was that the fellows who discovered electron spin, Samuel
Goudsmit and George Uhlenbeck, threw a huge monkeywrench into Einstein’s theory
because their measurement of

particle spin greatly exceeded
the speed of light. Regarding
electron spin, Gamow wrote,
“It turns out, however, that in
order to produce the necessary
electromagnetic field, the electron would have to rotate so fast
that the points on its equator
would move at much higher velocities than the speed of light!”
(Gamow, 1966, pp. 119-120].
Keep in mind, this was not a
problem for quantum physics. It
was a problem for relativity. But
since Einstein’s theory was fast
becoming sacrosanct, the physicists did their best to reconcile
the problem and Paul Adrian
Dirac found the solution (pp.
129-130).
Following in the footsteps of
Hermann Minkowski, who was
Einstein’s math teacher, Dirac
used an imaginary number (√-1
-- the square root of negative
one) to stand for particle spin,
and in that way he was able to

combine quantum physics with
relativity and get a Nobel Prize
for the effort!
Now, getting back to Einstein,
Louis deBroglie’s wave mechanics were coming into vogue. In
fact, that is precisely why Einstein
wrote Lorentz with his attempt
to resurrect the ether. He even
lectured on the ether in 1920 at
Leiden University. Einstein wanted to be part of the game, and if
he clung to his particle emphasis
of the theory of light, he would
be left in the dust.
Aware that his theory of relativity was becoming vulnerable,
Einstein nevertheless reversed
his opinion about the ether when
he was pushed on the point by
astrophysicist Karl Schwarzchild
when he wrote that space, did indeed “have qualities” (Isaacson,
2007, p. 319).
At the same time Einstein set
out to achieve the Holy Grail:
Grand Unification, which
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would be the way to combine
strong and weak nuclear forces
and electromagnetism, all three
which were being united, with
the stickler, gravity, a task he was
unable to achieve.
Simply stated, the strong nuclear force holds the nucleus of
the atom together, the weak force
holds the neutrons together and
electromagnetism holds molecules together. So, what the heck
is gravity? Everybody laughs
when I say this, but I still don’t
understand why the people in
Australia don’t fall off the planet.
Actually, now I do, but before
I figured out Tesla’s Dynamic
Theory of Gravity, I really didn’t
understand.

ripped off ether theory and renamed it the Higgs Field. Because Einstein had destroyed
interest in the ether through his
general writings (his 1920 ether
lecture was a very obscure lecture
that few people knew or cared
about), if any 20th or 21st century physicist studied the ether,
they would be labeled a quack.
So, Higgs renamed it and now it
was cool again to talk about this
primal field made up of Higgs bosons that give matter their mass.
Tesla’s Dynamic Theory of
Gravity is simply the absorption
of ether by large bodies, like the
Sun, stars and the Earth. However, all matter also absorbs ether all
the time. That really is what grav-

ity is. We are conduits, standing
waveforms, transformers of etheric energy into physical matter.
Referring to such ether theorists
as Price & Gibson (2007), Ron
Hatch (2003), Mikhail Shapkin (2007) and David Wilcox
(2000), I now come to a conclusion. My solution to Einstein’s
dream, a quest which took him
40 years to try and solve, and it is
as follows:
All matter absorbs ether all the
time. All particles spin. And in
fact they spin at tachyonic realms
which, as Gamow tells us, is faster
than the speed of light. Further, if
we look at any picture of a galaxy,
we see that it is obviously floating
in something. There, really is the
ether for all to see.
In any event, the all pervasive
ether, the substrate that permeates the entire universe exists in
this tachyonic realm. Light travels at 186,000 miles a second
because it is slowed down by the
ether to precisely this speed the
same way sound is slowed down
by air. As I learned from Shapkin
(2007), that is why light travels
at a constant speed. The very fact
that it travels at only one speed
tells us this simple truth. The medium it is in is slowing light down
to precisely that speed.
The only way particles can
maintain their spin is to constantly absorb ether, and in the
process, they convert this ether to
electromagnetism. This is Grand
Unification. Note the elegance of
the theory. It is simple, it is based
on only a very few fundamental
ideas and it adds up. And this is
all derived from Tesla’s Dynamic
Theory of Gravity.

“THERE IS NO ENERGY IN MATTER
OTHER THAN THAT RECEIVED FROM
THE ENVIRONMENT.”
- Nikola Tesla, 1934
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GRAVITY is defined as: “The
force that attracts a body toward
the center of the earth, or toward
any other physical body having
mass.” But that really doesn’t tell
us what it is, only what it does.
When Tesla told Teddy Roosevelt’s nephew that the Sun was
absorbing more energy than it
was radiating, what he was actually describing was his secret
dynamic theory of gravity. All
matter absorbs ether all the time.
What the so-called God Particle
or Higgs Boson is, is the supposed “particle” that gives matter
its mass. But it is not really a particle, it’s a process.
Higgs, as I point out in Transcending the Speed of Light,
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The Sacred Geometry
of Nikola Tesla
Jason Alan
The word “quantum” has become a popular word to describe a wide variety of things or
states of matter that are considered to be minute, immeasurable and unexplainable. When
people ask a medical device salesperson how a
particular suspect “quack” device works, they
often hear a reply such as “it produces a quantum field.” That means, “I don’t know – trust
me it works.”
There is a huge flood of quantum type devices that are said to negate harmful EMF radiation from your cell phone. They stick on
the back of the phone and now you are good
to go – out of your mind if you put blind faith
into this stuff. Unscrupulous con men are ev-
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erywhere preying on the public fear that has
been promoted by cell phone activists. Some
hucksters go to the point where you can
download a “sacred geometry” looking Egyptian symbol from the Internet, print it out
and attach it to your phone. I am not saying it
does or does not work – because it’s Quantum
you can’t measure it with a meter – so it’s all
up to your minds eye to see if it works…….

I think that Tesla created the
most sacred geometry symbol
ever created – The spiral Tesla
Coil. Patent No. 512,340,
dated January 9, 1894.

This first symbolic drawing of the Tesla coil
design is so universal that on a macrocosm
level, its shape literally creates our spiral galaxy. Water spins in a spiral vortex motion as
it runs down the drain. When you wind a
strand of wire into a spiral with one lead in
the center and the other lead in the outer ring
and then energize it with electricity, it makes
an electromagnetic field. This field you can
measure with a Tesla meter – so it’s not a
quantum field.
The second coil design (See page 33 fig 2)
in Tesla’s patent is the one that has stumped
scientists. When energized there is no electromagnetic field. The electrons pass though
the wire but the magnetic fields are cancelled
out. Many call the field that it creates a “scalar

wave” – and this field cannot be measured so
it’s a quantum field. Many scientists call it an
information field to another dimension.
Whatever this field is, it’s become a popular symbol for crop circle investigators. In the
wheat fields of England, close to the Stonehenge monuments, this Tesla Coil symbol
keeps popping up. Who is making these symbols is the subject of much controversy. Since
Tesla believed in aliens, many think that the
aliens are flattening the crops in this pattern to
send us a message to study the Tesla quantum
coil, believing it will allow us to communicate
with them. The spirals often have a high electromagnetic field inside the circles – and that
is hard to fake. Perhaps they sprinkle some
loadstone filings around. There are crop circle
believers that go out into the fields to make
these designs to send a message to the aliens.
“Hey aliens – we dig you- please land and save
us from ourselves.”
There are many man made sacred symbols
that you walk on and they are called Labyrinths.
They are usually placed in sacred religious areas
such as churches, places of meditation and esoteric centers like Edgar Cayce’s Association for
Research and Enlightenment. They are popular places to go to walk and meditate and contemplate the next phase of your life. Most hope
for some sort of a connection to a higher spirit
after making the journey.
I find it fascinating that these symbols resemble an electronic antenna circuit but are
much more complex and some designs date
back to the 11th century such as the Chartres
Labyrinth found in a church in France.
Whatever these mysteries may hold for us,
it is important for us to study the Tesla coil to
realize the great potential it has for our future.
With this thought in mind Tesla Magazine
is sponsoring the creation of a Tesla inspired
multimedia art exhibition called TeslaMania,
where art is transformed into Tesla technology. It’s a collection of art assembled by Robert W. Connolly and opens July 12 in Canada
at the Joshua Creek Heritage Art Centre in
Oakville Ontario.

Chartres Labyrinth at Joshua Creek Heritage Art Centre in Oakville Ontario.
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The 80-acre property features a refurbished
geothermal barn to hold the art exhibit and
a huge Chartres Labyrinth that consists of a
one-kilometer walk to the center were a large
quartz crystal awaits the pilgrim.
The art exhibit features film and photography of Tesla’s life and great inventions,
Tesla coil electro-photographs, Tesla inspired photography, antique crystal radios,
electrotherapy devices and much more.
Robert W. Connolly plans to take the show
on the road so TeslaMania might come to
a location near you. For more information
on the exhibit visit TeslaMania.tv - where
Tesla’s Visions are materialized.

TeslaMania Art Expo

Joshua Creek Heritage Art Centre in Oakville Ontario.

Nikola Tesla look alike Anas Labak with Robert W Connolly
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Experimenting with Time
“The notion of Time should be kicked out from Physics.”
- Archimedes
Velimir Abramovic
1. All the Physical and Biological Systems
are the naturally driven ‘time-machines’
with inbuilt internal times.
2. There are three levels of Time:
(a) ‘General Time’ - infinite and essentially
different and independent of Space and Matter; it is real, identical with a Being and exists
beyond our sensory perception as non-spatial,
dimensionless entity. It generates, underlies
and governs all the universal phenomena
appearing nowhere directly as the apparent cause of change and can be experienced
through consequential events, only. Moreover, this is nothing new - ‘General Time’
works as any other known Natural Law, existing as a pure ‘Time Principle’. It belongs to
the realm of Metaphysics and its ontological
definition is ‘Continuity’. However, what is
the most important to be comprehended and
recognized is its rank: The ‘Time Principle’ is
the most fundamental ‘Natural Law’. Since it
is dimensionless, the ‘quantum’ concept is not
applicable in its interpretation;
(b) ‘Internal time’ is the ‘time code’ which
structures the Physical System and regulates
its functioning, that means its reactive changing caused by external influences;
(c) ‘Local time’ is the ‘time operator’ or time
condition external to the Physical System and
if applied on it yields its new physical state. In
the case of total rearrangement of the ‘internal time code, the ‘local time operator’ gen-
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erates an entirely new Physical System. Both
internal and local times are given and fixed by
units of the frequency set of Electromagnetic
Spectrum and that is exactly what the timeengineering makes possible and the time control achievable aim.
3. Why the EM fields are affecting (and adjusting) the rate of time-flow in solid material objects? It might be so because the Matter
itself ultimately consists of the same kind of
fields (deeply cooling the solid matter, experimentation finally gets the wave pattern which
behaves as Light and can be manipulated in
the same way). What is hard (particle) or soft
(wave) is time related. Since specific times are
given by frequencies, there is no actual ‘dualism’ of the Matter, but only relative effects
due to time-arrangement of the frequencies
involved. The natural frequency calculus between the internal ‘time code’ of the Physical
System and applied local ‘time operator’ creates properties of ‘softness’ and ‘hardness’. Probably, each of the chemical elements of the Periodic System has its own specific ‘internal time
code’ and their interactions are basically the
‘time - operations’. Resonance is synchronicity
of the structures. The ancient Greek philosopher Democritus conceived that ‘Atoms’ can
be of any size and there are worlds which are
built of so big atoms that look to us as ‘empty’
space and we are passing through them without knowing. Today we maybe need a better
view on what are the true atoms. The ‘atom’
should be elementary entity, indivisible under
all the conditions. Seems that it is the main
property of the units of EM Spectrum; no
matter how long it is, millimeter or a kilometer, EM entity can not be cut in parts. Modulation is the ‘time-shift’ effect too. Modulated
EM emission still exist in whole, but can not
be so perceived in a new ‘present’ created by
modulating field.
4. Arrow of time in Electromagnetic
Spectrum: ‘Present’ is established by the
field from which experiment begins (can be
used any frequency of the Spectrum); higher

frequencies are ‘past’; lower frequencies are
‘future’. So, naturally given time orientation
past-future in EM Spectrum is represented
as traverse from higher to lower frequencies (of course, the same holds for ‘term’ and
‘wave-length’). Practically, there is no limitation on direction or rate of controlled time
traveling. Whenever the EM field is switched
on by man, the new initial time condition the local-time ‘Present’ is created. The set of
three EM fields is the most effective covering
of all the three modes of time: past, present
and future. But, even better results will be
obtained if the experimenter isolates his experiment from inevitable spontaneous influence of natural EM fields - by additional, the
fourth field of special characteristics. If the
experimentation applies EM fields of a higher
frequencies, the system will ‘travel’ into the
future; if lower frequency fields are applied,
the system will be shifted into the past; if applied EM fields are of the frequencies higher
than those which structure the system itself,
it will be completely shifted into the future,
it will disappear before the eyes of those who
are subject to reference ‘present time’; if system is exposed to low frequencies (according
to the exact mathematical Law that regulates
all the time-shift occurrences), the system will
start moving in leaps, jumping in the fields or
disappear into the past. The ‘jumping’ is just a
macro-effect demonstrating the true nature of
motion in general: it is exclusively discontinued (quantization of space is the only physical solution to Zeno’s paradoxes). It should be
stressed here that Maxwell’s Electromagnetic
does not cover these cases, neglects inherent
time-properties of EM Spectrum and is very
distant of any consideration on active role
of time in electromagnetic events (N. Tesla
never used Maxwell’s equations calling them
‘poetical’).
5. If we take very ancient radically realistic
approach towards mathematics, we shall
get its profoundly new picture that would
enable us to comprehend its enormous, but
still unused power. Taken as a whole, math-

ematics is nothing else, but the hidden Science of Time (not only Algebra is that as was
already indicated by Hamilton).
The representation of the dimensionless ‘General Time’ in Geometry is ‘Point’, in
Arithmetic; it is ‘Zero’. ‘Point’ is the ‘General Time’ image, ‘Zero’ is the ‘General Time’
number. Mathematical operations themselves
are also non-spatial and dimensionless, they
are of time-nature and the ‘Time Principle’
is working through them, they are the timetools.
6. Geometrical and Arithmetical objects
that have dimensions and quantities correspond to Space and Matter. Since the infinities can not coexist (Melissus of Samos),
if Time is infinite, Space and Matter must
be finite. Space (or ‘Continuum’ - ontological definition of Space as dimensional and finite) is structured of indivisible quanta of any
length, arranged (rarified) by time. Range of
Space quanta coincides with the range of EM
Spectrum, in fact, Space and EM Spectrum
are identical, and they are the same. ‘One’ is
Arithmetical quantum of Space and should
be interpreted as any ‘present frequency’ of
EM Spectrum - frequency chosen to start the
time-experiment. ‘One’ could be of any length
as in Euclid’s Arithmetic - ‘one’ is a ‘line’. Kronecker was inspired stating that we should
use only Natural Numbers (“created by God”).
Indeed, using ‘one’ as a ‘line’ or radius we can
mathematically express the whole physical
space. The ‘length’ has no preferential direction or position and from there follows that
‘spherical law’ spontaneously generates 4P of
Space - a Sphere. To build the whole space,
only one dimension - length (Diameter) and
‘spherical law’ are necessary; other dimensions and Space properties are becoming
with them. Natural Numbers (except ‘zero’ ‘General Time’ and ‘one’ - ‘line’ or ‘quantum of
space’) correspond to internal and local times.
But, if we look closely, we shall find that both
internal and local times are contrary (mutually dependant) operators which generate
and conduct Space and Matter through con-
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Don’t Put The Cart
Before The Horse
Understanding The “Free” In Free Energy

stantly time-shifting. Time is also the cause of
‘eternal motion’ in the Universe; the motion is
asinchronicity like it is the change itself.
7. Matter is a Number. Physical system is a
special case of space-configuration subjected
to only one and intrinsically harmonious internal ‘time code’; it is conducted (set into motion) by local ‘time operator’, or external EM
fields. (N. Tesla noted that there is no energy
in the system besides that which is incoming
from the environment - 2 There is no energy
in matter except that absorbed from the medium.2 )
Ball Lightning (‘Fire Balls’) is primary natural macro -fusion. ‘Fire Balls’ are synthesizing
of EM fields by ‘time-mathematics’ and can be
stable structures under the certain EM conditions. Material bodies are becoming in the
same way; the difference is only in complexity
(number of time-organized frequencies). The
Law (Time) and the initial shape (spherical)
are the same; varieties in size come from the
constitutive frequencies and varieties in shape
(deformations of the sphere) come from ‘local
time operators’ (external EM fields).
8. In the entire History of Science, Kozirev
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was the first who clearly pointed the deepest issue in Physics claiming that concepts of
Force (and Energy, as well) are to substituted
by ‘Time’, by formulation of the ‘Time Law’.
For him the Time was a Force. (Already Archimedes thought that notions of ‘Time’ and
‘Force’ are suffering of overlapping contents
and because of that both are indistinct; he
also believed that leverage has ‘mystical’ properties: longer physical leverage plus weight
is heavier than the shorter leverage plus the
equal weight, but needs less force to be operated. For Archimedes it demonstrates the
unrevealed relation between Space and Force.
However, let’s consider the ‘mathematical
leverage’: its ‘hands’ are dimensional, have
length, but what about its ‘stand-point’? Is the
dimensionless ‘stand-point’ of a mathematical leverage - a Space, spatial? It doesn’t look
like that. Newton in ‘Principia’: “The Absolute
Time flows...” How comes that ‘motion of time’
and what is its relation to Force? Newton was
seeking for the ‘cause of Force’.
9. In conclusion: Contemporary theoretical
research in Physics, especially in Cosmology,
is deeply disconnected with Physical Reality.
The! Criteria of “natural limitations in mathematics” (Rene Thom) are to reintroduced as

strict physical interpretation of every symbol
and formula used in physical experimenting.
The role of Time is almost completely unknown. Time is considered inactive in experiments; there is no even its Hypotheses, not to
mention the lack of any kind of its definition.
The Relativity Theory can not help very much,
since Einstein started from the assumption
that “Time isn’t really exist”. But, according
to the extremely important work of Vadim
Chernobrov, the pioneer of intensive experimenting with the ‘change of rate of time flow’
caused and controlled by EM fields, the path
has been found leading to the full cognition
and mastering of Time. Very soon it will be
obvious that all the physical experiments are
ultimately explainable as Time-based. Time
generates the Space and of it - Matter; it is
the cause and conductor of all the cosmically
change. Successful experimenting with Time
by EM fields is uncovering totally new fundament of Physics. The valid, repeatable and
easy measurable initial results in obtaining
‘Time-control’ are not in question, there are
more of them then we can recognize as such
at the moment. However, the corresponding
new mentality in Science needed to release
ideas in support of the new, I would dare to
say - ‘Time-shift Technologies’ - is yet to come.

Mark Passio
Those involved in the “Free Energy Movement” will say that they want Free Energy and
Tesla technology to be manifested in a way
that is beneficial for all of Humanity. But saying something, and actually having it manifest
in reality, are two vastly different things. There
are specific requirements for creating positive
change, especially when drastically different
conditions are currently present. So, while I
hate to be the bringer of bad news, I must be
honest in conveying the fact that the so-called
“Free” Energy Movement, unfortunately, does
not seem to psychologically grasp the necessary requirements for creating a New Energy
Paradigm. Allow me to me explain…
The actual conditions which human beings
manifest in reality is a result of three overarching creative processes. The first of these
processes involves the intake of available infor-

mation, which constitutes potential Knowledge. The second step of the process involves
the mental processing of that information to
make sense of it by way of the removal of inconsistencies. Through this second process,
we are able to come to accurate understanding
of the information we gathered in step one.
Then we set behaviors into motion by acting
upon our understanding. If we have done a
good job in the first two steps of the process,
our behavioral output in the world will be
Wise and it will generate the things we say we
want, or in other words, Order. If we lack the
necessary Knowledge and Understanding,
our behavioral output will be unwise and create unwanted conditions, or in other words,
Chaos. The latter is where Humanity currently finds itself, unfortunately.
In order for an Energy Paradigm Shift to
occur, a Paradigm Shift in Human Consciousness must occur first, but this necessary shift in consciousness is not occurring
in large enough numbers for us to create the
outcome we desire. The underlying problem
lies in the erroneous thought processes of
human beings. Unfortunately, most human
beings lack or ignore the necessary available
information that must be understood before
taking action in the world. Most people skip
the all-important mental processing stage and
go straight to acting upon inaccurate information (which they have been fed by sources
who do not have their better interests at heart,
and have deliberately poisoned the stream of
available information with lies and disinfor-

mation). Largely, the thought processes of
those in the “Free” Energy Movement are no
different. Until these deeply entrenched and
incorrect thought processes change, it will
forever remain an IMPOSSIBILITY for true
Free Energy to ever manifest in our world in
a way that is truly beneficial to the people of
this planet.
So let us “cut to the chase,” as the saying goes.
What needs to change in our overall thinking processes? What Great Lies have those in
the “Free” Energy Movement accepted and
acted upon which are completely holding us
back from getting what we say we want? The
answer may shock some and surprise others.
Others will deny what I am about to say to
their dying day. But it will remain an Eternal
Truth nonetheless, and no amount of denial
or refusal to accept this Truth will EVER
make it untrue.

THE NEAR-UNIVERSAL
ACCEPTANCE OF TWO
FALSE RELIGIONS IS
HOLDING BACK THE
MANIFESTATION OF FREE
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
ON EARTH. THOSE RELIGIONS ARE AUTHORITY
AND MONEY.
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Authority and Money… Religions? Yes, Religions. False Religions. Most people do not
think of Religion in this way, but the term most
certainly applies. The word religion is derived
from the Latin verb religare, which means “to
tie back; to hold back; to thwart from forward
progress.” The definition of a False Religion is
a system of MENTAL CONTROL which is
based in erroneous, unchallenged and dogmatic BELIEF. In other words, a False Religion is
belief system which is not based upon Truth,
and which holds us back from where we say we
want to go, because it is never really questioned.
Sadly, most people on Earth do not question
the validity of Authority or Money. That lack of
questioning is what is holding Humanity back
from evolutionary progress in Consciousness,
and from the Manifestation of Free Energy
technology.
Why is this True? Because, by its very essence, Free Energy must be FREE. There’s that
all-important word, which so many human
beings, including those in the so-call “Free”
Energy Movement, do not seem to understand in the slightest bit. They don’t grasp the
nature of what it means to be FREE because
of their dogmatic religious fervor, as they are
true believers in the two Universal False Religions: Authority and Money. Just take a step
back and look at those two words for a moment. Both of them, Authority and Money, by
definition – by there very existence – convey
the idea: NOT FREE. I don’t think anything
could possibly be so simple and self-evident.
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But False Religion is a very, very strong form
of mental bondage, to which its adherents will
stubbornly cling, even while it drags them
into an abyss of suffering and death. False
Religion fuels the Ego, which is an entropic
force within the human mind which will not
allow someone to admit that they are wrong
about a deeply held belief.
Let’s take a brief look at the False Religions
which dominate the thinking of the people of
Earth. The first of these two False Religions,
known as “Authority,” is a complete illusion
which does not and actually CAN NOT exist in Nature. This illusion is the product of
a diseased and imbalanced psyche. It is based
in, and backed entirely by, VIOLENCE.
“Authority” is the claim that some people
are Masters who possess the “moral” “right”
to issue commands, which they call “laws,” to
the rest of the population, who are essentially
seen as their Subjects or Slaves, and who have
an unquestioned “moral” “obligation” to obey
the commands issued by the Masters. Those
who understand this definition will also understand that the word “Authority” is merely
a euphemism for SLAVERY. This is not my
BELIEF of what “Authority” is. That is what
the concept of “Authority” actually IS – IF we
are being honest with ourselves. Of course,
most human beings are NOT honest with
themselves. Regardless, the above statements
are EXACTLY what the concept of “Authority” actually is, IN REALITY.
The second of the two world-wide False
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Religions is Money. It is actually even more
universally believed-in than “Authority,” if
one can even imagine that. Money is a beliefbased system of Control which is built upon
the Fear of Scarcity. It has been purposefully
designed to limit access to energy which is
available to human beings. People will constantly, and wrongly, liken Money to a “means
of exchange” or a “store of value,” which it
most certainly is NOT. Money is even referred to as “currency,” which is a word-magic
ploy to link the concept of Money to the flow
of energy in an electrical system. In reality,
Money is the Resistance to the Free-flow of
Energy in any given system or society. Energy
stops flowing FREELY when the belief in
Money is present. I fully expect most people
who read this will reject this definition for
Money. That’s ok. What I ask those individuals to do is to try to understand that such a
response actually means that you yourself are
devoutly attached to a Religion – something
that holds you back from where you say you
want to go – but you’ve just never though of
your belief in that way before.
Taken together, these two False Religions,
“Authority” and Money, generally constitute
Mankind’s current Worldview and social
structures. While this is so, Humanity’s collective psyche is in a cage of its own design.
Because of such Wrong Thinking, we have
collectively built a society that is completely
antithetical to upholding the Natural, inherent Rights of individuals. Consequently, such
a worldview has become antithetical to Freedom itself. All those who have become devout
adherents to such a diseased Worldview have
gradually lost their Imagination and their
ability to engage in true Free Thinking. They
eventually lose the ability to even envision the
idea of what real Freedom even is. THAT is
where we are at as a species. And that is why I
tell you NOT to expect Free Energy, at least
not any time soon.
When Energy and innovation is controlled
through “law” and money, people eventually
lose their Freedom. This is an inescapably true
conclusion, because human beings require energy to live. When a small class of authoritarian financial elitists control access to energy,
that situation constitutes the exact equivalent
of the control of people, but accomplished

through the indirect method of the control
of energy. The Control of Energy IS the Control of People. The Control of People is called
SLAVERY. So if A=B and B=C, then A must
equal C. Therefore, we come, through simple
logic, to the inescapably true conclusion that:
The Control of Energy is SLAVERY. Since
humanity’s current energy paradigm is completely controlled, the current Human Condition must, by definition, be SLAVERY. It
really is that simple, yet so few people will ever
dare to admit that basic fundamental Truth,
or to say it that way to others, or to even acknowledge it in such an honest way in their
own mind.
So it comes down to the fact that most
people in the so-called “Free” energy Movement don’t understand the “Free” part of that
equation. And until they DO understand
what FREE really means, nothing will change,
and what they say they want, CAN never occur. In our minds, at the level of our thoughts,
we need to make a fundamental transformation. This mean, primarily, that we must stop
attempting to “put the cart before the horse,”
so to speak. Free Energy technology is not
going to usher in an era of Freedom. That’s
what I mean by “putting the cart before the
horse.” Rather, True Freedom will usher in
Free Energy technology in ways which benefit
Humanity. Think about that, very deeply, for
a moment. Ask yourself the question: Could
it be possible to have true Free Energy in an
ongoing state of Slavery? Of Course not. That
is clearly impossible. Slavery must be ended

FIRST before any true Free Energy technology will be manifested and put to use in a
global way to serve the human species. And
True Freedom can only occur once the False
Religions of Authority and Money are completely abandoned.
I am NOT a naive person. FAR, FAR, from
it. I FULLY and COMPLETELY recognize
the state of the collective human psyche. It
is in DEEP BONDAGE, held in thrall, in
shackles of dogmatic mental constructs which
mercilessly oppose everything we say we want
in life. We think we can have what we say we
want, while desperately clinging to beliefs
systems which make the manifestation of
those desired conditions absolutely IMPOSSIBLE. The answer to this conundrum lies
in FREEING THE MIND from these selfimposed shackles. The belief systems to which
we have become attached DO NOT SERVE
US. They LIMIT us, and they LIMIT our POTENTIAL. They do not need to be tweaked,
or refurbished, or reformed. They need to be
ABOLISHED. They need to be discarded,
thrown out, seen for the limiting control factors that they are. This can only be done when
we decided to go head-to-head with the force
of Ego, that powerful, destructive and entropic
force which wants to prevent us from admitting that we were wrong. Admitting that we
were wrong is NOT a weakness, but a strength.
The transformative moment of admitting to
ourselves that we were wrong is the beginning
of ALL positive change. But collectively, Humanity is NOT at that moment yet. It needs

to summon its collective Will to get itself to
that place. That will not be an easy task. It will
require a fundamental Paradigm Shift, a collective change in the way most people view Reality, and a fundamental change in what they accept as True or False, in their daily lives. That is
no small task, to say the least, but that is exactly
what it is going to take.
So, in conclusion, Humanity needs to get to
Work. Not only in supporting and promoting
the scientific part of Free Energy, but much
more importantly, on the critical task of dispelling the Mental Illusions of “Authority”
and Money, the False Religions which are the
primary blocks to the manifestation of Free
Energy on Earth. Tesla once stated that “Peace
can only come as a natural consequence of
Universal Spiritual Enlightenment.” I would
certainly agree, and also I would amend that
Free Energy can only manifest from that same
fundamental Shift in Consciousness of which
Tesla speaks in that quote. That means that
Humanity must come to a collective understanding of what “Enlightenment” truly is.
Enlightenment (contrary to what most folks
in the so-called “New” Age Movement might
tell you) is the deep Understanding that “Authority” and Money are Illusions, Deceptions,
and False Religions which have been sold to
Humanity for the sole purpose of holding us
back, so that we can not evolve as a species.
The very fact that these two False Religions
are Illusions, and do not exist in Reality, is itself the Knowledge of Truth which scores of
ancient and modern Wisdom Teachers have
often called the “Light.” It is that “Light”
which human being must take into themselves in order to become truly “EnLIGHTened.” When Humanity makes that Great
Change in the quality of their awareness, we
will end the current Human Condition of
our own self-perpetuated Slavery. When we
accomplish that Great Work, and not a moment before, we WILL manifest true Free Energy technology, and it will act in the capacity
that all technology is meant to act – in the
service of FREE People.
For much more information regarding Human
Slavery and how to end it, visit Mark Passio’s web
site at www.WhatOnEarthIsHappening.com
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The New Earth
Tesla Academy

The Noosphere Paradigm

The Nikola Tesla Institute, founded in 2012 in Brasília, Brazil is a non-profit scientific
organization with a goal of popularization of new energy research.

Boris Petrovic in the Chapada dos Veadeiros National park, Brazil

Boris Petrovic
The Institute houses a functioning, fully automated laboratory, built to carry on research in
Tesla technologies, with the goal
of development of new energy
technologies, wireless energy
transmission and research and
development of human energy
(bio-resonance) technologies.

We bring together research and development
in New Energy and
Bio-Resonance technologies to be implemented
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in the New Earth Nation Resorts and Communities through the
New Earth Institute.
The proposed Bio-Resonance
Resort makes part of the planned
construction of the New Earth
Tesla Academy in the high plane
region of Brazil, bordering the
national park Chapada dos
Veadeiros – a powerful planetary
consciousness zone with strong
nature elements making possible
human energy work and increasing potential in development of
consciousness technologies. The

New Earth Tesla Academy is the
global extension of the Nikola
Tesla Institute in Brazil, and in
part will provide a platform for
the creation of a global resonance technologies center. One
of the basic objectives of the
Nikola Tesla Institute includes
the use of Bioelectrography devices such as the Gas Discharge
Visualization (GDV) cameras
of Dr. Korotkov Lab, to provide the means of analysis and
diagnosis of the HUMAN ENERGY FIELD. The fundamental scientific research in will be
part of the Brazilian Center of
Consciousness Studies which
opens the way of international
certification of various holistic
treatment processes bringing
together most of the innovative
sensors dealing with human energy field (bio-field) analysis.
Furthermore, concrete applications of bio-resonance in health
and wellness of holistic communities’ development can spring
up from the incubator. The proposed research and development
objectives are to involve studies
of Bio-Resonance processes in
the fields of New Earth Consciousness, Agriculture, Animals
and Production.
The New Earth Tesla Academy

conducts courses with following
curriculum:
Consciousness
Technologies, Nikola Tesla and
Free Energy, Applications of
BioElectrography and Renewable Energy Cooperatives and
Energy Independence.

“Living matter gives the biosphere an extraordinary
character, unique in the universe... Cosmic energy
determines the pressure of life that can be regarded
as the transmission of solar energy to the Earth’s
surface... Activated by radiation, the matter of the
biosphere collects and redistributes solar energy,
and converts it ultimately into free energy capable
of doing work on Earth...”
- Vladimir Vernadsky
“A new character is imparted to the planet by this powerful cosmic force. The radiations
that pour upon the Earth cause
the biosphere to take on properties unknown to lifeless planetary
surfaces, and thus transform the
face of the Earth... In its life, its
death, and its decomposition an

tician and philosopher, Edouard
Le Roy. Le Roy, building on Vernadsky’s ideas and on discussions
with Teilhard de Chardin, came
up with the term “noosphere”,
which he introduced in his lectures at the College de France
in 1927. Vernadsky saw the concept as a natural extension of his
own ideas predating Le Roy’s
choice of the term. Le Roy understood the noosphere as a shell
of the Earth or a “thinking stratum”, including various components, such as industry, language,
and other forms of rational human activity. Le Roy’s concept
was developed by De Chardin,
who considered the noosphere
as something external to the
biosphere - a progression from
biological to psychological and
spiritual evolution. According
to Vernadsky, the biosphere became a real geological force that
is changing the face of the earth,
and the biosphere is changing
into the Noosphere. In Vernadsky’s interpretation (1945),
the Noosphere, is a new evolutionary stage of the biosphere,
when human reason will provide

further sustainable development
both of humanity and the global
environment: In our century the
biosphere has acquired an entirely new meaning; it is being
revealed as a planetary phenomenon of cosmic character... In the
twentieth century, man, for the
first time in the history of earth,
knew and embraced the whole
biosphere, completed the geographic map of the planet earth,
and colonized its whole surface.
Mankind became a single totality in the life on earth... The Noosphere is the last of many stages
in the evolution of the biosphere
in geological history.
“The Earth is a whole system
consisting of various interactive
and interdependent spheres. The
operating dynamic governing the
whole – from the lithosphere to
the magnetosphere – does not recognize political boundaries. The
sum of the whole system operations that make the Earth what
it is possesses integrity to which
all the subsystems contribute and
support each other.”

organism circulates its atoms
through the biosphere over and
over again.” Vladimir Vernadsky, Biosfera, 1926 Vernadsky
defined the future evolutionary state of the biosphere as the
Noosphere, the sphere of reason.
The term “Noosphere” was first
coined by the French mathema-
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The New Earth
Bio-Resonance Resort
The goals of the New Earth Center for Bio-Resonance are to integrate the NOOSPHERE paradigm into an integral educational curriculum to be promoted through the New Earth Institute, as well as to act as a technology transfer hub for
implementation of innovation in bio-resonance and consciousness technologies.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND INNOVATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Establishment of the human energy laboratory
Development of laboratory installation to provide interactive display of the human energy field
Development of integrated information system
Development of distributed measurement and probing system connected to the central database

A new method of monitoring water properties – dynamic
Electrophotonic (EPC) analysis
– has been developed. It is based
on measuring water by using
computer processing programs
to gage how the water surface
has been stimulated by electromagnetic field photon emissions. The technology is based
on the well known gas-discharge
visualization (GDV) method.
Numerous experiments demonstrated high sensitivity of the
EPC analysis for detecting weak
transformations of water under
the influence of electromagnetic

fields, air, light, and other subtle
factors. The EPC method was
used to detect the difference
between natural and synthetic
liquids. Different liquids, such
as blood, saliva, microbiological
cultures, and oils may be studied
by this approach as well.
There is evidence that allows
us to propose that EPC image
properties are determined by the
structure of the near-surface clusters, which means that the electrophotonic method is one of the
informative methods for studying
structural properties of liquids.

GDV Cameras

HUMAN ENERGY AND CONSCIOUSNESS RESEARCH

Research of human consciousness expansion methods
Research and development of human energy augmentation technologies
Research of human to human and environment to human energy-information transfer
Research of vital energy of plants and alimentation
Research of effects of sport activities on human energy
Research of influence of medical plants on human energy
Research of the effects on human energy of alternative and holistic healing treatments

A human fingers electro-photonic glow

INTEGRAL EDUCATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Regional integral education center with curriculum based on consciousness-energy-living systems synergy
Introduction to the planetary consciousness model based on macroscopic non-locality
Organization of international seminars and technological cooperation conferences
Cooperation with regional academic institutions and cooperative organization
Promotion of innovation and development of alternative technologies
Production and dissemination of information on new scientific methods
Internet learning platform as the future of integral education in the 21st century

SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR RESEARCH

A strawberry electro-photonic glow

Prof Konstantin Korotkov confirmed earlier observations of other researchers, such as Semion Kirlian,
Dr Mandel from Germany and Prof Milhomens in Brazil, that the stimulated electro-photonic glow around
human fingertips contained astonishingly coherent and comprehensive information about the human state both physiological and psychological.
For example, by analyzing correctly stimulated and recorded Kirlian images it seems possible to quantify
whether a person is stressed, tired or unwell and determine bioenergetic electro-photonic performance of the
body and mind. In brief, stress and other negative factors seem to disrupt the uniformity, coherence and the
magnitude of the human electro-photonic glow measured with the GDV instrument.

Examples of EPC glow of different samples of water.
a – distilled water; b – tap water; c – structured water

The human biofield is an energetic matrix that surrounds
the human body. It directly links
the cellular activity with the meridian pathways. This energetic
aura is like a superhighway that
allows the genes (DNA) in cells
to communicate at light speed
and maintain a coherent holistic
intelligence in the organism. Of
course this biofield is not particular to humans since all living
things posses it. Below for example is a kirlian photography of
raw broccoli (left) compared to a
cooked one (right). You can see
clearly how the heating process
has diminished its biofield.

Prof Konstantin Korotkov
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The phenomenon of how information is transmitted within
living systems was and is being
extensively studied by a biophysicist named Fritz Albert
Popp. He discovered that photons provided the vehicle for
which information was transmitted. Photons are light particles without mass. They transmit
information within a cell and
between cells. He showed that
DNA of living cells stores and
releases photons. He called this
“biophotonic emission”.
The intensity of the light given off by the biophotons is about
10 times lower than regular
daylight. To study this phenomenon he developed an instrument called a photon multiplier
which could detect the glow of a
firefly 10 miles away. He found
that DNA uses a variety of frequencies as an information tool
suggesting a feedback system of
perfect communication through
waves which encode and transfer
information between cells.
Another fascinating characteristic of photons is their coherence. In a healthy state the
emission is more coherent than
anything that man has ever de-

Pictured - Prof. Fritz-Albert Popp

veloped. Therefore, biophotonic
emission is a perfect communication system that transfers information to many cells across
the body and to other bodies.
Another important characteristic of biophotons is that they
follow biological rhythms (i.e.,
daily, weekly, monthly and annually). In healthy individuals
the biophotons are extremely
coherent and in rhythm with the
world. In seriously ill people (i.e.,
cancer) they have lost their natural rhythm and coherence. The
lines of communication were
scrambled and they lost their
connection with the world. In
effect their light was going out.

THE PROBLEM OF
INCREASING HUMAN
ENERGY

The associates of the Brazlian Center for Consciousness
studies have sought to answer
some questions in traditional
and sacred medicine healing of
the South American indigenous
cultures in Brazil. The human
antenna and altered states of
consciousness during AYAHUASCA ritual is the exploration that we sought to record
with the Electro Photon Imaging device developed by visionary bio-physicist Dr. Konstantin
Korotkov from St.Petersburg;
Russia. The AYAHUASCA
KIRLIONICS STUDY was
made possible by Boris Petrovic,
Tismara, Silvia Miranda, Viviane Amaral Souza and the initi-
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ates of Sanctuary Palmeira. The
SANCTUARY PALMEIRA,
located in the Brasilia urban area
was founded more than 15 years
ago as a healing center and the
sacred medicine healing work is
going on for more than 10 years
in a circle of power, beneath a
grand BURITI palm tree. The
scientific data sets of the Human
Energy Field of the people subjected to the influence of the entheogen and the dynamic images
of the sacred medicine capture
the scientific registration of such
a ceremony which induces a connection to our cosmic communicative capabilities, as observed
from the nature of the chakra
alignments.
A BioField Viewer study was
done on subjects before, during
and after the effects of Sacred
Medicine. Ayahuasca entheogen
has been distributed in a ritual
environment in a group of frequent users and energy healing by
mediums was done. The chakra
viewer software has observed curing and consciousness expansion
effects on most of the subjects.
Some subjects showed increased
chakra energizing – the third eye
chakra and heart chakra.

BIO-DOME PROTOTYPE
DEVELOPMENT
The Interactive BioDome is
a combination of various custom
developed biofeedback technologies, based on live display of
the human energy systems. The
various sensors provide realtime
human biophotons display and
Gas Discharge Visualization.
The BioDome also houses devices that use body penetrating
electromagnetic radiation in various frequencies as a method of
increasing human energy. Each
circuit of the BioDome vibrates
not only on its natural frequency, but also on numerous harmonics. Sound healing, meditation, distance healing methods
and experiments in expansion
of collective consciousness and
HUMAN RESONANCE will
be held in the larger BioDome
construction as the new Earth
Bio-Resonance resort technology prototype.

THE FUTURE RESEARCH
LABORATORY AS PART
OF THE NIKOLA TESLA
INSTITUTE IN BRAZIL

The proposed ecological construction is designed to house
permanently the laboratory of
the Nikola Tesla Institute, together with a small classroom,
a workshop and office space in
the central area. The central area
is to function in symbiosis by
the three smaller constructions
to house the collective: two dor-

mitories with space to house up
to 12 people and a community
kitchen. In front of the laboratory a 50kW Tesla Magnifying
Transmitter will be permanently
used as part of the EARTH RESONANCE PROJECT – the
main scientific objective of the
Nikola Tesla Institute – providing scientific proof of feasibility
of the Nikola Tesla’s global wireless energy transmission system.
This is the first step in building
the global resonance technologies center to flower around the
initial construction that can be

built on a 5ha piece of land. In
future phases the BIO-DOME
and BIO-RESONANCE holistic treatment constructions can
be constructed embedded in the
nature landscape in the region of
Chapada dos Veadeiros. Upon
socio-economic integration the
community houses can be joined
in terrains bought around the
core of area of the Nikola Tesla
Institute. We are still in the process of determining the best locality for this seed of the New Earth
Institute workings in Brazil.

Photos: The Biofeedback Heartbeat Dome

Photos: Gota Sat Som Sound Healing Dome (Alto Paraiso, Brazil)
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OPEN SOURCE
INNOVATION

The Tesla Academy brings together researchers, authors, inventors, artists, and entrepreneurs
who look to Nikola Tesla as inspiration to their work. The Tesla
Academy will be offering online/
virtual tutorials and seminars,
workshops and videos regarding
the work, history and the vision
of future of civilization of NIKOLA TESLA and other important
visionaries.
The objective of the New Earth
Tesla Academy as the global center of research and development
of resonance technologies applies
the collaborative community,
open source processes and work
methodologies. The global center
acts as an incubator and accelerator for technology innovation.
The New Earth technology revolution will be streamed live to all
communities!
The Nikola Tesla Institute and
the Tesla Science Foundation will
be hosting various online courses
for the public to become aware
and informed about the life, history, philosophy, and inventions
of Nikola Tesla as well as related
alternative technologies that relate to the vision of Nikola Tesla
and resonant power transmission.

The Nikola Tesla Institute educational facility
in Brasília, Brazil
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of the waves. At the origin the
speed is infinite but gradually diminishes until a quadrant is traversed, when the velocity is that
of light. From there on it again
increases, becoming infinite at
the antipole. Theoretically the
energy of this current is recoverable in its entirety, in properly
attuned receivers.
The South Atlantic Anomaly

Common laws of the
cosmo-planetary
geo-ecosystem

EARTH RESONANCE

Nikola Tesla’s resonant power
transmission and receiving antennas and the standing waves along
the Earth globe (Unpublished
material from the Nikola Tesla
Museum, Belgrade)
A transmitting circuit is shown
connected to earth and to an antenna. The transmitter being in
action, two effects are produced:
Hertz waves pass thru the air,
and a current traverses the earth.
The former propagate with the
speed of light and their energy is
unrecoverable in the circuit. The
latter proceeds with the speed
varying as the cosecant of the
angle which a radius drawn from
any point under consideration
forms with the axis of symmetry

Energy/information
exchange with the
planet

Long island Notes: (June 2, 1901) showing Tesla’s model of resonant power transmission through the Earth.

Planetary Noosphere
and collective evolution of mankind

COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION

The South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) is an area where the
Earth’s inner Van Allen radiation belt comes closest to the
Earth’s surface dipping down
to an altitude of 200km. This
leads to an increased flux of energetic particles in this region
and exposes orbiting satellites to
higher-than-usual levels of radiation. The effect is caused by the
non-concentricity of the Earth
and its magnetic dipole, and the
SAA is the near-Earth region
where the Earth’s magnetic field
is weakest relative to an idealized
Earth-centered dipole field.
Experimental evidence of
increase of UV radiation has
been registered by detectors in
the center of the South Atlantic Anomaly. Possible influence
of trapped electrons should be
considered during periods with
disturbed magnetosphere.
Country wide study of influence on living systems is proposed, on the evidence of increasing effects of energy-information
transfer in human to human and
human to environment interaction in the anomaly zone.

The Nikola Tesla Institute 50kVA Magnifying Transmitter – Earth Resonance Prototype
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GALACTIC
TRANSCOMMUNICATION

The effort of cosmic civilization to establish communication
with intelligent life throughout
the universe is vast, heroic and, to
most humans of this little planet,
virtually incomprehensible. For
the possibility of such communication, there must exist in the
planetary field of intelligence
not yet incorporated into cosmic
civilization, a receptive capacity
of consciousness in need of being
informed by a higher perceptual
order of reality.￼￼￼￼￼￼
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Telepathy depends on synchronization of a collective mind.
As the medium through which
a galactic order of evolutionary
intelligence interacts with and ultimately transforms the material
processes and organic expressions
of the Earth, the noosphere is not
restricted to a limited rationality or a linear either/or meaning.
Instead, once we align with the
noosphere, we will perceive and
know radially. We will experience
everything as multiple sets of

correspondences that link everything to everything else in a synchronically harmonized multidimensional universe. Opening to
the noosphere, we avail ourselves
of the thinking layers of cosmic
civilization. The highly advanced
telepathic intelligence communicated through the noosphere
resonates different dimensions.
Telepathine was originally
thought to be the active chemical constituent of Banisteriopsis
caapi, a key plant ingredient in
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the preparation of Ayahuasca; a
sacramental beverage from the
Amazon. This isolated chemical was so named because of the
reported effects of Ayahuasca
among the indigenous users, including: collective contact with
and/or visions of jaguars, snakes,
and jeweled birds, and ancestral
spirits; the ability to see future
events; and as the name suggests, telepathic communication
among tribal members.
Experimental data seem to
strongly suggest that biological
systems present nonlocal properties not explainable by classical modes. Most of the nonlocal
communications is probably lost
within the normal brain wave or
EEG noise, otherwise we would
be incapable of functioning normally and would overload when
confronted with such an influx
of data. A series of experiments
involving human subjects is proposed, with an objective to test
for possible extraterrestrial communications occurring in the
subjects’ brain.
Individuals can receive within
their brains, frequencies that are
very likely used by extraterrestrials for communication purposes.
While most individuals filter
these out in order to function
normally, it is very possible to
access and interpret these brain
frequencies. This makes it feasible
for individuals to be trained to
access these frequency bands in
ways that makes communication
with extraterrestrial intelligences
possible. This would enable the
development of a scientific protocol for “Controlled Superluminal
Communications.”
Humans seem to possess an
extraterrestrial consciousness, or
exoconsciousness, which is integral to our bodies and our minds.

We seem to possess a cosmic consciousness which links us directly
to what the ancients called the
“star visitors” and we term “extraterrestrials.”
Consciousness
studies held the potential for research to validate this subjective
experience of exoconsciousness.
In order for us to successfully interact and communicate with ET,
we have to tap into that part of
our consciousness that we have in
common with them, i.e. our ‘galactic information network.’ We
may need to be in altered states of
consciousness to be able to access
the galactic information network.
￼ The ability to construct internal representations of sensory
stimuli underlies perception and
cognition. Viewed objectively,
these mindscapes are perfectly
concrete manifestations but also
have a subjective aspect when we
become aware of them. Our consciousness is experienced through
our perceptions. Could altering
brain chemistry by playing some
visual and pleasure circuits, while
quieting those governing selfimage, cognition, orientation,
and time sequencing give rise to a
transcendental bliss, a God- experience? Can they give rise to the
electrochemical supercharge described as kundalini, the serpent
power that rises up the spine in illumination? How can we journey
along the continuum from pleasure to enthusiasm, to joy, ecstasy
and enlightenment?
While under the influence of
Ayahuasca, it is not uncommon
for people to feel as though they
have been lifted out of their bodies and catapulted into a strange,
aerial excursion. During this voyage to far-off realms, the spirits of
plants, animals, ancestors, angels,
extraterrestrials, and other beings
all become available for contact.

After the unavoidable episode of
purging, the senses liven up and
the initiate experiences a kind of
magnetic release from the world.
This is followed by an onslaught
of spectacular visions, a swirling
pandemonium of kaleidoscopic
imagery that changes faster than
the speed of thought.
Our interest is focused on the
expanded states of consciousness
reached during the experience
of Ayahuasca and the healing
process that can be achieved by
visual stimuli of cosmic creation,
a unique blend of Ayahuasca
shamanism and mindfulness
practices such as meditation and
sound healing.
Boris Petrovic is a Whole Earth
System Scientist, Noospheric Philosopher, an Engineer of tele automation systems, and a researcher
into Tesla’s “World system”, Earth’s
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and
magnetic reconnection.

Boris is an associate of The Serbian “Nikola Tesla” Society in
Belgrade, the Tesla Science Foundation in Philadelphia, and
founding member of the Noosphere Forum. Boris worked in
a number of embedded tech and
automation system startups as a
software engineer and architect.
As a founding member of the
Google Lunar X Prize Team
Synergy Moon, he was involved
in private space exploration, focusing on outer-space settlement.
Through cooperation with the
International Scientific Research
Institute for Cosmic AnthropoEcology in Novosibirsk and the
Foundation of the Law of Time
in Oregon he works on the study of
cosmic consciousness, access to intensified consciousness and altered
states, including non-linear time
and telepathy.

energy transfer, in his laboratory,
uncovers the potential energy field
of “instantaneous locality” that
underlies our reality, and facilitates communication with Earth’s
cosmic neighborhood.
Currently, he is involved in ecological and technology innovation
projects in biosphere design and
self-sustainable communities, promoting the integrated model of a
self- sustainable habitats through
the Brazilian Ecovillage Movement focusing on new models
of living systems and long-term
survival of the human species and
civilization.
In December 2012, Boris Petrovic
founded the Nikola Tesla Institute in Brasilia, with a focus on
research and development of new
energy, wireless energy transfer
and bio- resonance technologies.

Boris’ research of Tesla’s wireless
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The Lost
Wizard

reading this magazine article at this moment
are most likely already well aware of the great
vision that Nikola Tesla gave to all us earthlings!! Everyone else needs to know his truth
and story. TESLA MAGAZINE is the forum
that we have chosen to announce to the world
that “our” movie is COMING SOON!!!
We don’t have to tell you folks why we
want to bring Tesla’s story to the big screen,
we needn’t restate all his game changing accomplishments while he lived, everyone here
knows all that. What we have learned from
Marc and Tim that we want to share with
everyone is the actual “Life and Times” in
which our man/main character worked and
lived. Tesla was able to do what he did for us
all under the most difficult conditions imaginable at times, in a world that changed more
during his lifetime that it had ever done before, often directly because of him!!!
Moreover, he and his friends and closest associates were the greatest assemblage of true genius
of his/their time, and this TRULY AMAZING story to be told in our movie transports us
all into the center of this brilliant man’s life of
MIRACLES AND WONDERS~*!*~
Jon and Jeanne Cutler, or just, The Cutlers
have been involved as producers in the Broadway
productions of “The Little Foxes” starring Elizabeth Taylor, “Camelot” starring Richard Burton,
and “My Fair Lady” starring Rex Harrison, as
well as many other shows both on and off Broadway. Currently they are producing a movie about
jazz great Miles Davis.

Jeanne & Jon Cutler
When we became theatrical and film producers many years ago (over forty now, but
who’s counting!) we decided that we would
only become involved in projects that we both
loved and believed would entertain and enlighten our viewing audiences, those that we
felt would actually improve theirs, and our
family’s and friend’s lives. During all these
years, and about fifty to one hundred submissions per, we have been inspired by and have
chosen very few projects, and even fewer have
chosen us back. Throughout we have been
and still are quite proud of each one that we
helped produce, and will be maintaining our
policy for the remainder.
When we read the screenplay for THE
LOST WIZARD by Marc Seifer and Tim Eaton, and then read Marc’s book, WIZARD:
The Life & Times of Nikola Tesla, we were
captivated by not only the brilliance of this
incredible inventor, but also by his dedication and devotion to benefiting all mankind
through his unique ability to perceive and
manifest the technology to do so. He actually
was/IS the one individual who brought us all
“into the light” from the darkness, a “giver of
light” by his divination of AC, Alternating
Current, which truly sprung directly from his
mind to electrifying our entire planet!
Tesla was also a highly romantic and appealing fellow who had wonderfully intimate
relations with women and men, that were all
in the mind and spirit, never in the physical
realm! He loved the world and was loved back
by many of the most fascinating and similarly
brilliant in their fields. He chose to have a
celibate life so that he would be able to focus
100% of his creativity to the work at hand,
improving the lot and saving of mankind. He
was revered and beloved by those who really
knew him, and yet he was cast into oblivion
for way too many years by those who were too
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selfish to care about or comprehend they’re
disservice to everyone else on earth, UNTIL
NOW!!! Marc, Tim and we have rallied a
coterie of exceptionally talented creators and
producers who feel as impelled to tell this
deeply compelling story to the world as we do.
We have all realized the importance and
responsibility of creating real universal awareness of Tesla, his work is more essential to the
survival of us all than it ever was. We’ve become deeply involved in making sure that the
pertinence of his work for our world’s future

does not get swallowed up again by those who
were/are unwilling to build and leave a better
planet for everyone else’s posterity.
Which brings us to the movie we are producing presently, THE LOST WIZARD,
which we believe will fulfill the dream that we
and you, the readers of Tesla Magazine, THE
TESLAHEADS, and those of us on earth that
may not be fully aware as of yet, but still believe/KNOW that the truth, THE WORLDWIDE ENERGY SOLUTION, exists,,, and
now it will be told!! Those of you who are

Hamilton:

The Electric City
May 15, 2014 was a very special day in
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, for the newly
formed Nikola Tesla Educational Corporation
(NTEC). The non-profit organization held
its inaugural members meeting to appoint the
board of directors and the officers. Tesla Magazine was present to witness the event.
NTEC’s primary goal is to raise awareness
of Nikola Tesla, his achievements, and to educate youth to become aware of what Tesla has
done for humanity. NTEC was formed out of
the vision of Veroslav Djurdjevic, the founder
and president of NTEC, and an active Hamilton community member. Mr Djurdjevic’s
vision entails educating youth about Tesla so
that they will be inspired to continue his innovations and expand upon his knowledge
and body of work. NTEC will establish important activities, awards and scholarships in
post-secondary institutions for youth to further this vision.
One of NTEC’s primary goals is to erect
a statue of Nikola Tesla in Hamilton. Why
here? Hamilton, Ontario was the first city
in Canada to receive electrical power as we
know it today. Because of this Hamilton was
actually known as “Electric City” long before
it was known as “Steeltown”. The “Five Johns”
of Hamilton defied all odds and built their
own power generating station at DeCew Falls
in St. Catharines, some 56 kilometres from
Hamilton. The DeCew power generating sta-

tion was built using Tesla’s polyphase currents
system. In 1898 when the switch was turned
on, the power transmission line was the longest in Canada and was second longest in the
world. The economic boom that occurred as
a result of this propelled Hamilton into the
industrial age and led it to become a leader in
industry for the 20th century.
This long forgotten piece of history is very
significant. The statue will be the lightning
rod that will promote Tesla and his impact on
Hamilton. Once the residents and more importantly youth learn about this, they will be
encouraged through awards and scholarships
to spread the word about Tesla.
Tesla Magazine plans to maintain close
ties to NTEC and will provide updates on
their progress. New members are welcome.
Further information can be obtained via email at vic.ntec@gmail.com.

Pictured - Veroslav Djurdjevic
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Heart and “Soul“
Interview with Bob Berman; Lawyer Turned Healer & Founder of SOUL 7, Mindful Healing Technologies.
Cancer patients are welcome, free of charge.

Katarina Cheney

What does “SOUL 7“ stand for,
and what insipired to open it?

Soul involves your essence, who
you really are. 7 stands for your
seven chakras that are the energy
centers in your body through
which electro-magnetic energy
flows through.
We believe that every person
has the ability to heal…
I’ve always been interested in
healing and technology and this
got more defined eight years ago
when my wife was diagnosed
with cancer. Throughout the difficult journey of her illness, I was
constantly looking for any kind of
alternative method to be added
to her medical treatment. Tradi-
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tional conventional medicine had
failed her, first in the length of the
time that took them to diagnose
her, and then to operate. After a
double mastectomy, two years
later she was diagnosed with another cancer, in her gallbladder,
which was fatal. I was devastated,
but instead of stopping my research about alternative healing I
started to devote more of my time
to research healing methods.

So you gave up on a very
successful 25 year litigation
practice to research crystals, hypnosis, and alternative technologies?

Not right away, but while I was
thinking and researching alternative healing techniques and technologies a chain of unpredictable
events lead me into it. My wife
passed in September 2012 and
in October I got call from Dr.
Sharon Forrest, well-known Canadian Energy Healer that I had
consulted for my wife. She asked
me to join her volunteer group in
Peru to deliver medical supplies
and food to remote village communities in the high Andes north
of Cusco. I wasn’t ready to go to
the closest supermarket to buy
food let alone go to Peru, but she
persisted. Coincidently, when she
called me the third time, my son
Michael overheard our conversation, and told me that he had an
airplane ticket for Lima Peru,
which he couldn’t use at that time
due to exams period at his University. He told me to go instead,
and I did.
Sure enough Dr. Forrest was
waiting for me, but to my surprise
the bus was filled with 16 other
healers. It took us 12 hours from
Cusco to reach the first village. It
was raining and I was thinking of
my wife, I was still very unhappy
and sad, and didn’t talk much.
Then I felt somebody poking me.
That was Lisa who was mostly
silent too. She wanted to know
if she could ask me a question.
She explained that since she was a
little girl, she had the gift of channeling people that had passed.
She asked me if I knew somebody

by the name Sofia? I said, no, but
than I realized that my daughter’s
middle name was Sofia. I started
to panic and thought is she dead?
Is she going to die? Lisa said it
was an old lady and sure enough
it was the grandmother that my
daughter got her middle name
from. Then Lisa dropped a bomb
shell. She said, Sophia said that
Jayne was ok. How could she
know the name of my wife? I was
blown away and shocked.
On this trip I also met was a
Shaman by the name of Roberto.
He was telling us about the love
that comes from the heart, the
universe and the energy from
it. He introduced me to many
healing methods. By the end of
the trip, I just couldn’t wait to
come home and share these overwhelming experiences.

But it wasn’t until you were
introduced to film-maker
Robert (Bob) Connolly that
you finally closed your law
practice and dedicated yourself to researching alternative healing technologies,
some of them based on
Tesla’s inventions?
Yes, Bob Connolly was already researching some advanced EMF (electro magnetic
fields) technologies in Germany

for his film, and introduced me
to it. I decided that I would include the Tesla electromagnetic
therapy as part of the Soul 7
Healing Technologies.
The more I learned about Tesla’s
inventions the more healing with
electromagnetic energy with
certain frequencies, modulations
and vibrations, made sense to me.
Tesla also believed in healing with
light, and so do I now. We are using that technology too.

When did you open and how
many rooms are there for different treatments?

We started just two weeks ago
and have three therapy rooms
fully equipped, but very soon
all seven of them are going to be
ready to help seven patients at the
same time.

How long does one treatment last?

We have ten sessions, but
some people need longer treatment. It depends on how much
pain or depression they suffer
from. Some may come in on a
regular basis to experience the
technologies, especially those for
relaxation.

You said at the beginning of
our conversation that you are
not charging for your Cancer
Support Program?

The Cancer Support program is my way of giving back
in memory of my wife. I believe
that every person has the ability
to heal. My mission is to help
people heal naturally and faster
by combining ancient healing
wisdom I have learned in Peru,
with the new and breakthrough
technologies that I have found
on my journey.

Pictured - Bob Berman at Soul 7
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